Data Management
Re-invented
Creating trusted data that's ready to use just got easier.
CluedIn re-invented data management to develop a platform that streamlines the process
for creating trusted data, that's ready to use. 4impact is an official CluedIn Partner, and it is
through this synergy that we will help you get the best value out of your data.

How 4impact and CluedIn can help you with your data challenges.
Complex businesses by nature evolve into multiple data silo models, which often reside
across multiple systems.
Traditional data management is expensive and requires a lot of heavy lifting and resources but not with CluedIn.
4impact and CluedIn can help organisations to quickly and cost effectively access, clean,
enrich and consolidate all types of data (structured and unstructured) from multiple siloed
systems. CluedIn is a next-gen data management platform that prepares and delivers
consolidated (and trusted) data that can easily be pushed to any system or reporting tool.
Although CluedIn is a data systems agnostic solution, they are proud to have been chosen
as the recommended solution for Master Data Management architecture on Azure.

Better business starts with having better, more trusted data.
With CluedIn, organisations can benefit from deeper insights based on trusted data, in a
fraction of the time, and at a fraction of the upfront cost compared to traditional data
management solutions.
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Data Management
Re-invented
CluedIn streamlines the processes of creating trusted,
ready-to-use data from multiple sources.

The business benefits of gaining data confidence with CluedIn.
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Let's talk about how we can help you
with your specific Data challenges.
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connect@4impact.com.au
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The 4impact Advantage.
4impact is a consulting and technology services business with a primary focus on the delivery and implementation of complex
technology projects. We value relationships - with our consultants, with our clients, and with our suppliers and partners.
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